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About our Holding
Sigma Company was founded in 1991 as a production and trade
enterprise. Today Sigma Group is the largest agro-industrial holding in
the Urals region and the Republic of Bashkortostan. The main activity
of the holding is production and sale of vegetable oils and derivatives
with the total output of 370,000 tons of vegetable oils and 340,000 tons
of granulated meal per year. The group of companies includes:
Chishminsky and Mayachny oil extraction plants, elevators for raw
material storage, as well as a plant for rening and bottling of sunower oil.

Elevator, LLC
Elevator, LLC produces the main volume of pressed oil. It is located in Kumertau
Town, the Republic of Bashkortostan. Mayachny oil extraction plant is a modern large
investment project of Sigma Group. The plant was commissioned in 2015 with the use
of the cutting-edge energy-saving technologies. The plant operates on European
equipment, which allows to obtain oil with a low content of oxidation products and
phospholipids. The innovative production site allows processing of up to 520,000 tons
of sunower seeds per year. The annual volume of pressed sunower oil produced at the
oil extraction plant reaches 230,000 tonnes. The main sales channel of the plant is export.

Chishminsky Oil Extraction Plant, LLC
Located in the Republic of Bashkortostan, Chishmy settlement, the plant
produces unrened and rened deodorized sunower oil by weight and the
derivatives of sunower seeds and rapeseed. Chishminsky Oil Extraction Plant
joined the holding structure in 2006 and was modernized and re-equipped.
The volume of sunower seeds processing was increased up to 345,000 tons
per year, an extraction line was installed, a vegetable oil rening and
deodorization shop was constructed, and the meal granulating shop was put
into operation. The vegetable oil produced at the Chishminsky Oil Extraction
Plant is sent to the company's partners for margarine and mayonnaise production,
as well as for the production of bottled sunower oil within the holding.

Sigma, LLC
A vegetable oil rening and deodorizing plant located in Kopeysk, Chelyabinsk
Region. It became the rst production site in the structure of the holding. The plant
was built in 1999. In 2004 the plant underwent re-equipment of production facilities
(ALFA LAVAL, Sweden). Rened oil production facilities were put into operation
(production capacity is 7,000 tons per month). Two new packaged oil production
lines (SIPA Italy) were commissioned in 2007, which allowed to grow the monthly
output of bottled oil to 7,000 bottles per month. The plant's warehouse is equipped
with four vehicle loading stations for motor vehicles and three rolling stock loading stations.

Seed storage complexes
Surgut feed production plant (Surgut Settlement, Samara Region)
Founded in 1934, the plant became part of Sigma Group in 2010.
The merger resulted in the accelerated construction and
commissioning of the second stage - the extraction shop and
CHP plant. Modernization of the enterprise allowed to provide
sunower seed storage capacity of 15,000 tons at a time.

Platovsky Elevator (Orenburg Region)
Became part of Sigma Group in 2016. It is a relatively
"younger" site of Sigma Group. Since Platovsky Elevator
joined the structure of Sigma Group the enterprise has
been modernized. Seed storage capacities have been
increased and equipment has been modernized. At the
moment Platovsky Elevator can store up to 21,000 tons
of sunower seeds.

Sharlyksky seed storage complex
(Privetlivy Settlement, Orenburg Region)
The elevator was constructed from scratch in Sharlyksky
District of Orenburg Region. The enterprise was launched
in October 2019. The enterprise is actively accepting
and storing sunower seeds. The storage capacity
of the complex is 35,000 tons at a time.

Seed storage complexes
Saraktash Elevator
(Saraktash Settlement, Orenburg Region)

Khlebnaya Baza 39 Elevator
(Blagoveshchensky District, Altai Territory)

The elevator became an additional sunower
seed collection and storage facility for the
needs of Sigma Group and performs
a strategically important function - providing
the company's oil extraction plants with
the necessary raw materials for the marketing
season. This enterprise is active and has
a developed infrastructure for cooperating
with seed suppliers. The raw materials storage
capacity amounts to 50,000 tons at a time.

Acquired in the second half of 2021 Khlebnaya Baza
39 is the enterprise for seed reception and storage,
which is located near Lenki Station. The enterprise
is a complex of three seed warehouses and an
elevator. The enterprise boasts the seed storage
capacity of 200,000 tons at a time. The enterprise is
equipped with highly productive dryers. In addition
to the possibility of shipment of seeds by road,
the company has the ability to ship them by rail, For this
purpose the enterprise has an industrial approach railway line.

Vehicles
Sigma Group boasts its own railway vehicles for transportation, which include:
Rail tank cars with carrying capacity up to 68 tons - 300 pcs.
Hoppers (hopper freight cars) - 350 pcs.
A signicant component of Sigma Group is a transit shop responsible for providing plants
with sunower seeds, supplying the vegetable oil plant with raw materials
for processing, supplying customers with raw unrened and rened oil.
The company's vehicle eet consists of 450 vehicles and is represented by such brands
as: "Volvo", "Scania", "Mercedes", "MAZ". Raw materials are transported on Schmitz and MEGA
semi-trailers, nished products are transported on Sespel, Feldbinder, Burg, and Magyar
semi-trailers. The average age of vehicles is 3-5 years.
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